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DYNAMIC CONFIGURATION AND UP-DATING OF

INTEGRATED DISTRIBUTED APPLICATIONS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is related to computer networks, and more specifically, to a

system and method for managing and controlling applications and processes that are dis-

tributed across a computer network.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Organizations, including businesses, governments and educational institutions, in-

creasingly rely on computer networks to share and exchange information. A computer

network typically comprises a plurality of interconnected entities. An entity may consist

of any device, such as a host or server, that sources (i.e., transmits) and/or receives mes-

sages. A common type of computer network is a local area network ("LAN") which

typically refers to a privately owned network within a single building or campus. In

many instances, several LANs may be interconnected by point-to-point links, microwave

transceivers, satellite hook-ups, etc. to form a wide area network ("WAN") or intranet

that may span an entire city, country or continent. An organization employing multiple

intranets, moreover, may interconnect them through the Internet. Remote users may also

utilize the Internet to contact and exchange information with the organization's intranet.

One or more intermediate network devices are often used to couple LANs to-

gether and allow the corresponding entities to exchange information. For example, a

bridge may be used to provide a "bridging" function between two or more LANs or a

switch may be utilized to provide a "switching" function for transferring information

between a plurality of LANs. A router is often used to interconnect LANs executing dif-

ferent LAN standards, to interconnect two or more intranets and/or to provide connec-
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tivity to the Internet. Routers typically provide higher level functionality than bridges or

switches.

In many computer networks, applications or processes are distributed across nu-

merous workstations and servers. For example, due to the complexity of many computer

5 networks, network management applications have been developed to assist administrators

in the configuration of their networks. These network management applications also fa-

cilitate the identification and correction of faults, and assist administrators in maintaining

a high level of network performance. Examples of network management applications

include HP OpenView® from Hewlett-Packard Co. of Palo Alto, California and NetView

10 6000 from International Business Machines Corp. of Armonk, New York, each of which

provide a suite of applications and processes for collecting, storing and displaying net-

work information. These network management applications are typically distributed

across several workstations or servers within the network, in part, because their processor

and memory requirements often exceed the capabilities of a single workstation or server.

15 Each instance of these applications, moreover, may be responsible for a different area or

region of the respective computer network.

Fig. 1 is a highly schematic representation of a network management application

distributed across multiple entities of a computer network 100. The network 100 includes

a plurality of network devices 102-1 10, which may be bridges, switches, routers, servers,

20 hosts, etc. As described below, new devices, such as new device 1 12 may be subse-

quently added to the network 100. The network 100 further includes a series of worksta-

tions 1 14-128 at which instances of the network management application are running. In

particular, workstation 1 14 may be running two instances of a polling process 130, 132

that have been configured to poll devices 102 and 104, and device 106, respectively. A

25 polling process polls devices in order to obtain a particular set of information. Worksta-

tion 1 16 may be running an event receiver process 134 that is configured to trap or re-

ceive events generated by device 108. Workstation 118 may be running another polling

process 136 which has been configured to poll device 110. As described below, a new

network management process 138 may subsequently be initialized at workstation 118.
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The distributed network management application may further include two in-

stances of an intermediary data collection process 140, 142 running at workstations 120,

122, respectively. Intermediate data collection processes 140, 142 are configured to col-

lect the information acquired by multiple processes, such as processes 130-138 running at

5 workstations 114-118. The distributed network management application also includes

applications for presenting data acquired from the network 100 to network administrators.

More specifically, running at each workstation 124-128 is an instance of a user interface

application 144-148, respectively. The user interface applications 144-148 receive in-

formation from the intermediary data collection processes 140 and 142 and display it,

10 typically through a dedicated, windows-based Graphical User Interface (GUI) (not

shown), to a network administrator. Each user interface application 144-148 typically

reads a corresponding configuration file 150-154, respectively, upon start-up or opening

at the respective workstation 124-128. The configuration files 150-154, among other

things, identify the particular intermediary data collection applications 140, 142, network

is management processes (e.g., pollers, event receives, etc.) and devices 102-1 12 from

which the respective user interface applications 144-148 are to receive information, and

may direct applications to open corresponding windows.

When a new device or new type of device, such as new device 1 12 is added to the

network 100, the settings at one or more of the network management application proc-

20 esses, such as polling process 136, must be up-dated to incorporate the new device 1 12.

In order to change the settings at polling process 136, it must typically be shut-down, new

software must be loaded and the polling process 136 re-started. In addition, in order to

make the polling information acquired from the new device 1 12 available to one or more

user interface applications, such as application 148, the identity of this new device 112

25 must be added to the corresponding configuration file 154. Simply adding new device

1 12 to configuration file 154 does not, however, make user interface application 148

aware of that device 1 12, since application 148 only reads its configuration file 154 at

start-up. Accordingly, user interface application 148 must be shut-down, new software

loaded and then re-started in order for it to "learn" of the existence of the new device 112,

30 and generate a corresponding window. Similarly, if a new management process, such as

new process 138, is added to the distributed network management application, one or
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more of the configuration files 150-154 must be up-dated with information regarding this

new process 138. As described above, the corresponding user interface application 144-

148 must also be shut-down, up-dated and re-started in order for it to learn of the exis-

tence of the new process 138.

This closing, installation ofnew software and then re-starting of various instances

of network management and other distributed applications following every change in

configuration or settings is time-consuming, error prone and annoying to most adminis-

trators. In addition, during the time that the respective application or process is shut-

down, the network or the relevant region thereof is not being managed. As a result, er-

rors or faults that occur while the application or process is closed may go un-detected,

causing even greater network problems. Computer networks, moreover, are constantly

being changed and up-dated with the addition and removal of LANs, network devices,

links, etc, in addition to the running ofnew software applications and the up-dating of

current software applications. Only by closing, up-dating and re-starting the relevant ap-

plications and/or processes can these changes be accommodated by the network.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a system and method for auto-

matically reporting changes to a computer network.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a system and method for

dynamically up-dating or modifying configuration or other files.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a system and method for

dynamically modifying the settings of applications and processes.

It is a still further object of the invention to provide a system and method for

changing or modifying the settings of network devices.

Briefly, the present invention is directed to a system and method for dynamically

modifying the configuration, settings and other parameters of distributed applications

running in a computer network without disrupting the operation of the network. The

system embodies an interactive reporting and modifying technique that automatically no-

tifies clients of changes to the network, while also allowing the clients to dynamically

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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alter selected network parameters. According to the invention, clients, such as network

administrators, may be automatically notified of changes to the network, and, in response,

may interact with newly opened applications or processes and newly added devices with-

out having to be closed and re-started. More specifically, applications and processes,

5 upon opening or initialization, register with a process manager. In response, the process

manager is configured to generate a first notification object containing a reference identi-

fying the new application or process, and to pass it to one or more client user interface

applications. The user interface application includes one or more interactive windows

configured to dynamically run and display the notification object, thereby notifying the

10 network administrators of the existence and identity of the new application or process.

For the discovery ofnew devices, the network further includes a topology server, which

runs a discovery application for detecting the addition ofnew devices. The topology

server is similarly configured to generate and pass a second notification object to one or

Cn more user interface applications. The user interface application dynamically runs and

rjj is displays the notification object in one or more windows, thereby alerting the network

vj administrator of the existence of the new devices.

In a further aspect of the invention, network administrators may interact with the

P displayed notification objects to retrieve additional interactive objects for display so as to

Iq modify selected parameters of applications, processes or devices within the computer

%^ 20 network. In particular, after learning of the existence of a new application, process or

device, the network manager may issue a first service request, through his or her user in-

terface application, to modify the configuration, diagnostic, debug, control or other pa-

rameters of a selected network component. In response, the network component, or the

process assigned to control that component, constructs a corresponding configuration,

25 diagnostic, debug or control object from a previously defined base "configuration" object

class. The network component then passes this object or a reference thereto to the user

interface application, which includes one or more windows configured to dynamically

run and display the object or the reference thereto. The network administrator may then

interact with the displayed object or the reference to change the object's parameters. In

30 response to such manipulation, the object communicates these changes directly to its re-
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spective network component, which, in turn, is configured to implement these changes

without having to be shut-down and re-started.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention description below refers to the accompanying drawings, of which:

Fig. 1, previously discussed, is a highly block schematic diagram of a conven-

tional computer network implementation of a distributed application;

Fig. 2 is a highly schematic block diagram of a computer network in accordance

with the present invention;

Figs. 3A and 3B are highly schematic, functional diagrams of a plurality of net-

work components in accordance with the present invention; and

Figs. 4-6 are representations of displays of windows and references in accordance

with the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF AN ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENT

Fig. 2 is a highly schematic block diagram of a computer network 200 in accor-

dance with the present invention. Network 200 preferably includes a plurality of network

components, such as network devices, applications, processes, etc. In particular, network

200 includes network devices 202-212, which may be bridges, switches, routers, servers,

hosts, etc. As described below, new devices, such as new device 214 may be subse-

quently added to the network 200. The network 200 further includes a plurality of work-

stations 216-226 at which instances of a distributed application or process are running.

The network 200 may also include a workstation 228 running an instance of a process

manager application 230, which will be described in more detail below. The distributed

application running at workstations 216-226 may be a network management application,

such as HP OpenView from Hewlett-Packard or NetView 6000 from IBM. For example,

workstation 216 may be running two instances of a polling process 232, 234 that are con-

figured to poll devices 202 and 204, and device 206, respectively. Workstation 218 may

be configured as a topology server. That is, workstation 218 may be running a discovery

application 236 that detects the presence of devices, links, etc. within the network 200.
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Workstation 220 may be running a polling process 238 that is configured to poll devices

208 and 210, and a device management process 240 that is configured to manage device

212. As described below, a new network management process 242 may subsequently be

initialized at workstation 220.

The distributed network management application may further include an instance

of an intermediary data collection process 244 running at workstation 222. It also in-

cludes applications for presenting data acquired from the network 200 to network admin-

istrators. More specifically, running at each workstation 224, 226 is an instance of a user

interface application 246, 248, respectively. The user interface applications 246, 248 re-

ceive information from intermediary data collection process 244 and/or directly from

polling process 238 and device management process 240, and display it, as described in

greater detail below, to network administrators through corresponding, windows-based,

interactive Graphical User Interfaces (GUI). Depending on its complexity, there may be

tens of user interface applications running throughout the network 200. Each help desk

operator, for example, may be running a copy.

It should be understood that network 200 is meant for illustrative purposes only

and that the present invention will operate with other, often far more complex, network

designs. Network 200 may also be running, and the present invention may inter-operate

with, other distributed applications, such as an inventory or order control application

from SAP AG of Walldorf, Germany or a customer service application from People-

Soft, Inc. of Pleasanton, California.

User interface application 246, moreover, may be configured to present one or

more system administration display windows, while user interface application 248 may

be configured to present one or more system event display windows. From the system

administration display windows at workstation 224, a network administrator reviews in-

formation regarding the various instances of distributed applications and processes, in-

cluding, for example, application 244, and processes 232, 234, 238 and 240. With the

prior art systems, in order to obtain information for a new application, process or device

that is added to the network 200, user interface application 246 would have to be closed,

new software installed and its configuration files manually up-dated. The user interface
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application 246 would then have to be re-started, causing it to read its up-dated configu-

ration file and display information regarding the new application or process or device in

its system administration display windows.

As described herein, with the present invention, the addition ofnew applications,

processes or devices to computer network 200 is automatically reported to user interface

applications 246, 248 without having to close and re-start those applications. In addition,

network administrators may call-up and alter or modify the configuration, diagnostic, de-

bug, control or other parameters of these new applications, processes or devices, and

those modifications will be dynamically implemented by the respective network compo-

nents without having to shut-down and re-start them.

Figs. 3A and 3B are highly schematic, functional diagrams of workstations 220,

228 and 224, and new device 214 of network 200. At workstation 220, polling process

238 and device management process 240 are running. As described below, a new man-

agement process 242 may be installed and opened at workstation 220. Also running at

workstation 220 is a configuration service layer 302 that is in communicating relationship

with processes 238 and 240. The configuration service layer 302 is also in communicat-

ing relationship with a conventional network communication facility 304 that provides

connectivity to the computer network 200 (Fig. 2). In particular, the network communi-

cation facility 304 is coupled to a network communication medium 306, which may rep-

resent a Local Area Network (LAN) or other internetwork communication media. At

workstation 228, process manager application 230 is running. Application 230 is also in

communicating relationship with a configuration service layer 308 operating at worksta-

tion 228. In addition, a network communication facility 310 provides workstation 228

and the applications and processes executing thereon, including service layer 308, with

connectivity to the network 200 via network communication medium 306.

At workstation 224 (Fig. 3B), the user interface application 246 is running.

Workstation 224 also includes a display device 312 having a screen 314. User interface

application 246 is operably coupled to the display device 312 for presenting windows and

images, as described below. User interface application 246 is also in communicating re-

lationship with a configuration service layer 316 operating at workstation 224. Configu-
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ration service layer 316, in turn, is coupled to a network communication facility 318 that

provides connectivity to network 200 via network communication medium 306. In the

illustrated embodiment, the network communication facilities 304, 310 and 318 include

conventional hardware and software components to support network communication in

accordance with a communications architecture, such as the Transmission Control Proto-

col/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) Reference Model.

For purposes of explanation, a single configuration service layer is illustrated at

each workstation. However, in the preferred embodiment, each application or process,

such as polling process 238, device management process 240 and new management proc-

ess 242, is linked to or otherwise includes its own configuration service layer. Processes

and applications 238, 240, 242, 230 and 246, moreover, preferably communicate with

their respective configuration service layers 302, 308 and 316 through a plurality of ap-

plication programming interface (API) system calls or commands and cooperate to issue

and act upon various service requests. These API calls and service requests, which are

described in more detail below, are generally issued together with one or more arguments

and may be returned by the configuration service layers 302, 308 and 316 also with one

or more arguments. The present invention includes the following API system calls or

service requests (the arguments have been omitted for simplicity):

RegisterNewProcess(

)

RegisterDisplay(

)

UpdateDisplay(

)

HasConfigurationApplet(

)

ConfigurationAppletSize(

)

GetConfigurationApplet(

)

HasControlApplet(

)

ControlAppletSize(

)

GetControlApplet(

)

HasDiagnoseApplet(

)

DiagnoseAppletSize(

)

GetDiagnoseApplet(

)
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HasStatusApplet(

)

StatusAppletSize(

)

GetStatusApplet(

)

Suitable workstations for use with the present invention include any Intel

x86/Windows NT® or Unix-based platforms, such as the Ultra series of workstations

from Sun Microsystems, Inc. of Mountain View, California and/or the HP Visualize

workstations from Hewlett-Packard Co.

Configuration service layers 302, 308 and 316 preferably comprise programmed

or programmable processing elements containing software programs, such as software

modules or libraries, pertaining to the methods and functions described herein, and ex-

ecutable by the processing elements. Other computer readable media may also be used

to store and execute the program instructions. Configuration service layers 302, 308

and 316 may also be implemented in hardware through a plurality of registers and

combinational logic configured to produce sequential logic circuits and cooperating

state machines. Those skilled in the art will recognize that various combinations of

hardware and software components may also be utilized to implement the present in-

vention.

In a preferred embodiment, the invention described herein, including the configu-

ration service layers 302, 308 and 316, are implemented in an object-oriented program-

ming (OOP) language, such as Java or C++. Nonetheless, those skilled in the art will

recognize that other OOP languages may be utilized. Java and C++ are well-known and

many articles and texts are available which describe the languages in detail. In addition,

Java and C++ interpreters and compilers are commercially available from several ven-

dors. Accordingly, for reasons of clarity, the details of the Java and C++ languages and

the operations of their interpreters and compilers will not be discussed further in detail

herein.

As will be understood by those skilled in the art, OOP techniques involve the

definition, creation, use and destruction of "objects". These objects are software entities

comprising data elements and routines, or functions, which manipulate the data elements.

The data and related functions are treated by the software as an entity that can be created,
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used and deleted as if it were a single item. Together, the data and functions enable ob-

jects to model virtually any real-world entity in terms of its characteristics, which can be

represented by the data elements, and its behavior, which can be represented by its data

manipulation functions. In this way, objects can model concrete things like computers,

while also modeling abstract concepts like numbers or geometrical designs.

Objects are defined by creating "classes" which are not objects themselves, but

which act as templates that instruct the compiler how to construct an actual object. A

class may, for example, specify the number and type of data variables and the steps in-

volved in the functions which manipulate the data. An object is actually created in the

program by means of a special function called a "constructor" which uses the corre-

sponding class definition and additional information, such as arguments provided during

object creation, to construct the object. Likewise objects are destroyed by a special func-

tion called a "destructor". Objects may be used by manipulating their data and invoking

their functions.

The principle benefits of OOP techniques arise out of three basic principles: en-

capsulation, polymorphism and inheritance. Specifically, objects can be designed to

hide, or encapsulate, all, or a portion of, its internal data structure and internal functions.

More specifically, during program design, a program developer can define objects in

which all or some of the data variables and all or some of the related functions are con-

sidered "private" or for use only by the object itself. Other data or functions can be de-

clared "public" or available for use by other programs. Access to the private variables by

other programs can be controlled by defining public functions for an object which access

the object's private data. The public functions form a controlled and consistent interface

between the private data and the "outside" world. Any attempt to write program code

which directly accesses the private variables causes the compiler to generate an error

during program compilation which error stops the compilation process and prevents the

program from being run.

Polymorphism is a concept which allows objects and functions that have the same

overall format but that work with different data, to function differently in order to pro-

duce consistent results. Inheritance, on the other hand, allows program developers to
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easily reuse pre-existing programs and to avoid creating software from scratch. The prin-

ciple of inheritance allows a software developer to declare classes (and the objects which

are later created from them) as related. Specifically, classes may be designated as sub-

classes of other base classes. A subclass "inherits" and has access to all of the public

functions of its base classes just as if these functions appeared in the subclass. Alterna-

tively, a subclass can override some or all of its inherited functions or may modify some

or all of its inherited functions merely by defining a new function with the same form

(overriding or modification does not alter the function in the base class, but merely modi-

fies the use of the function in the subclass). The creation of a new subclass which has

some of the functionality (with selective modification) of another class allows software

developers to easily customize existing code to meet their particular needs.

In order to pass service requests among various network components and to sup-

port the distribution of objects as provided in the present invention, the configuration

service layers 302, 308, 316 are preferably implemented in accordance with the Common

Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) from the Object Management Group

(OMG), as described in Revision 2.2 of the CORBA Architecture and Specification from

OMG, which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. CORBA is basically a

communications facility or architecture that allows applications or processes (i.e., clients)

to request services of distributed objects (i.e., servers). With CORBA, clients need not

know the network locations of the objects configured to execute their service requests or

the programming language in which those objects are written. These issues, among oth-

ers, are resolved by CORBA, which is typically implemented at each client through an

Object Request Broker (ORB). The ORB, moreover, provides one or more interfaces,

defined in a language called Interface Definition Language (IDL), to its client or server

applications and processes. That is, the client applications or processes communicate

with the servers using the predefined IDL.

In order to communicate with ORBs located at other components within a net-

work, CORBA also implements the General Inter-ORB Protocol (GIOP). GIOP basically

provides the ORB with a mapping to one or more transport layer protocols implemented

within the network. One of the more established GIOP mappings is the Internet Inter-

12
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ORB Protocol (HOP), which utilizes the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) of the

TCP/IP Reference Model for internetwork communication. Other GIOP mappings are

available for IBM's Systems Network Architecture (SNA) and Novell's IPX protocol

stacks. In a preferred embodiment, the configuration service layers 302, 308 and 316

preferably implement HOP.

It should be understood that, rather than utilizing the CORBA standards to per-

form distributed object manipulation, the configuration service layers 302, 308 and 316

may utilize the Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) from Microsoft Corp. of

Redmond, Washington, or the Remote Method Invocation (RMI) developed by Sun Mi-

crosystems, Inc. for use with Java.

Dynamic Reporting ofNew Applications and Processes

In accordance with the present invention, instances of distributed applications or

processes that are added to network 200 are preferably configured to include, as part of

their executable code, a software module or library that directs them to register with the

process server application 230, upon opening or initialization. Suppose, for example, that

a new application or process, such as new management process 242 (Fig. 3A), is added to

the network 200 (Fig. 2). That is, suppose a network administrator installs and runs the

new management process 242 at workstation 220. Process 242 first defines an object in-

terface utilizing a corresponding CORBA IDL language. An example of such an inter-

face, which includes the methods that may be implemented by the respective object, is as

follows.

interface Action {

HasConfigurationApplet(

)

ConfigurationAppletSize(

)

GetConfigurationApplet(

)

HasControlApplet(

)

ControlAppletSize(

)

GetControlApplet(

)

HasDiagnoseApplet(

)

DiagnoseAppletSize(

)

GetDiagnoseApplet(

)
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HasStatusApplet(

)

StatusAppletSize(

)

GetStatusApplet(

)

};

New management process 242 then creates an instance of the ProcessAction object using

a constructor such as "ProcessActionlmplementation processaction = new ProcessAc-

tionImplementation( )".

In a similar manner, the process manager application 230 defines a corresponding

object interface utilizing a CORBA IDL language. This object interface may be defined

as follows.

interface ProcessManager {

RegisterNewProcess(Action actioninterface,

The process manager application 230 also creates an instance of the ProcessManager ob-

ject using a constructor such as "ProcessManagerlmplementation processmanager = new

ProcessManagerImplementation( )".

Next, new management process 242 binds to the process manager application

230, using a call or command such as "ProcessManager processmanager = ProcessMan-

agerHelper.bind("ProcessManager"). As shown, process 242 preferably identifies the

process manager application 230 in the bind command by means of a well-known name

(e.g., "Process Manager"). The use of a well-known name simplifies the programming of

the software module or library of new management process 242. That is, program devel-

opers can simply rely on the well-known name, rather than having to know an imple-

mentation specific name or IP address for the process manager 230. Configuration serv-

ice layer 302 preferably relies on a conventional CORBA locator service to "find" the

process manager application 230 based on its well-known name. Alternatively, configu-

ration service layer 302 may be manually configured with the IP address and TCP or

string process_name,

string hostname

Status status);

};
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User Datagram Protocol (UDP) port number for the process manager application 230 or it

may retrieve this information from one or more designated servers. Once the process

manager application 230 is found, the HOP protocol is used to generate an Interoperable

Object Reference (IOR), which the configuration service layer 302 may use to reach the

5 process manager 230. An IOR basically contains all of the information (e.g., IP ad-

dresses, port numbers, etc.) needed to route messages, such as service requests, to distrib-

uted objects.

Once the ProcessAction object has been defined and constructed and the binding

to the process manager application 230 has been established, new management process

10 242 issues an ObjectIsReady(processaction) command or call to its respective configura-

tion service layer 302. Configuration service layer 302, in response, up-dates its tables in

a conventional manner so that requests for services by the ProcessAction object will be

passed to this object instance. Configuration service layer 302 also establishes and ex-

changes with the process manager application 230 an IOR for this object.

is Next, new management process 242, in cooperation with its associated configura-

tion service layer 302, issues a RegisterNewProcess( ) service request to the process

manager application 230 entering its callback routine (i.e., processaction), its name, its

status (e.g., up, down, started, not started, etc.) and the name of workstation 220 (e.g., by

IP address, host name, etc.) as arguments. Configuration service layer 302 passes the

20 RegisterNewProcess( ) service request from process 242 to the process manager applica-

tion 230 at workstation 228. More specifically, the configuration service layer 302 at

workstation 220 marshals the service request into a canonical format, and, using HOP

protocol and the IOR, hands the marshaled service request down to its corresponding

network communication facility 304 for transmission. Communication facility 304, in

25 turn, encapsulates the service request in one or more data packets and transmits them to

workstation 228 via network communication medium 306. At workstation 228, the net-

work communication facility 3 1 0, captures these data packets and decapsulates them to

v recover the RegisterNewProcess( ) service request, which is passed up to the configura-

tion service layer 308. Layer 308, in turn, provides the service request to the process

30 manager application 230. In response to the RegisterNewProcess( ) service request from
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new process 242, the process manager application 230 preferably generates a record

identifying the new process 242, the workstation 220 at which it is running, and its call-

back. The process manager application also alerts at least one user interface application,

such as application 242 (Fig. 3B) at workstation 224, of the opening ofnew process 242.

In order to receive notifications, the user interface applications 246, 248 also reg-

ister with the process manager application 230. In particular, as part of their initializa-

tion, the user interface applications 246, 248 preferably bind to the process manager ap-

plication 230, in a similar manner as described above, and issue corresponding Register-

Display( ) service requests so as to register with their callback routines with the process

manager application 230. As part of the registration, applications 246 and 248 may

specify the particular information that they are interested in receiving. Upon receiving

the RegisterNewProcess( ) service request from the new management process 242, the

process manager application 230 issues an UpdateDisplay( ) service request to one or

more user interface applications, such as application 246. Process manager application

230 inserts the information received from new management process 242 as arguments to

the UpdateDisplay( ) service request, which is then marshaled and transmitted to user in-

terface application 246. Application 246 receives the UpdateDisplay( ) service request

and automatically adds the name of the new management process 242 and the other in-

formation contained in that request to a list of applications and processes displayed on

screen 314.

Fig. 4 is a representative display of a Process Manager window 400 listing the ap-

plications and processes running in computer network 200 and their status. User inter-

face application 246 (Fig. 3B) is preferably configured to generate the Process Manager

window 400 on screen 314 (Fig. 3B) upon start-up, using the Java Programming Lan-

guage, which supports dynamic up-dates. Each application or process included within

window 400 is preferably represented by a different line or row, and the rows are stacked

on top of each other to form a table or array. For example, a first line 402 of window 400

identifies a trap receiver process, a second line 404 identifies the polling process 238

(Fig. 3A), a third line 406 identifies the topology server 218 (Fig. 2), a fourth line 408

identifies a web server, and a fifth line 410 identifies the device management process 240
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(Fig. 3A). Each line or row, moreover, includes information associated with its respec-

tive process that is arranged as columns of the window 400. A first column 412, for ex-

ample, specifies the name of the process, a second column 414 specifies the status of the

process (e.g., up, down, started, not started, unknown, etc.), a third column 416 specifies

5 a processor identifier (ID), which is a conventional identifier that may be assigned by the

respective operation system (such as Unix), a fourth column 418 specifies the time that

the respective process was started, a fifth column 420 may be used to specify the location

of the process (e.g., by IP address of the workstation at which the process is running), and

a sixth column 422 (Command) specifies whether the respective application or process

10 supports dynamic modification, as described below.

Upon receiving the UpdateDisplay( ) service request from process manager appli-

cation 230 (Fig. 3A) regarding the opening ofnew management process 242, the user in-

terface application 246 automatically adds a new line or row 424 to window 400 corre-

sponding to the new process 242. Since window 400 is generated with the Java Pro-

is gramming Language, the receipt ofnew information may be automatically added to and

displayed by window 400 without having to recycle (e.g., close and re-open) user inter-

face application 246. By simply watching the list of applications and processes contained

in window 400, a network administrator is automatically notified of the addition ofnew

management process 242 to the network 200. It should be understood that the user inter-

20 face application 246 may employ conventional techniques, such as flashing graphics,

sounds, modal windows, etc., to alert the network administrator regarding the existence

of a new application or process.

Before displaying the new row 424, the user interface application 246 preferably

determines whether process 242 supports dynamic modification. In particular, user inter-

25 face application 246 issues a HasConfigurationApplet( ), HasControlApplet( ), HasDiag-

noseApplet( ) and HasStatusApplet( ) service requests to the new management process

242 in response to the UpdateDisplay( ) service request. These service requests are used

to determine whether process 242 supports any one or more of these functions. Process

242 preferably returns each of these Has( ) service requests with a Boolean true or false,

30 indicating whether it supports the respective function. For example, if process 242 sup-
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ports configuration, diagnose and status, but not control, it returns a Boolean true in the

HasConfigurationApplet( ), HasDiagnoseApplet( ) and HasStatusApplet( ) service re-

quests, and a Boolean false in the HasControlApplet( ) service request. In response to

receiving one or more of the Has( ) service requests that are true, user interface applica-

tion 242 preferably enters a "Yes" in the respective command field 422.

Dynamic Reporting ofNew Devices

Network administrators are also automatically notified of the addition ofnew de-

vices to the network 200. More specifically, the presence of a new device, such as new

device 214 (Fig. 3A), is preferably detected by discovery application 236 running at to-

pology server 218 in a conventional manner. In a preferred embodiment, discovery ap-

plication 236 participates in a conventional CORBA notification service as a notification

producer, and the user interface application 248 participates as a notification consumer.

More specifically, user interface application 248 registers with the topology server 218,

which includes a network communication facility and a configuration service layer, using

the RegisterDisplay( ) request method. As part of its registration, application 248 identi-

fies the particular information or information type that it is interested in receiving (e.g.,

the discovery ofnew devices). Upon detecting new device 214, the discovery application

236 issues an UpdateDisplay( ) service request to user interface application 248 notifying

it of the new device 214 and providing a reference to device management process 240

which is responsible for managing device 214. The UpdateDisplay( ) service request is

received at user interface application 248, which, in response, adds the name of the new

device 214 and its network location to a list of devices displayed by in a window pre-

sented on a display screen at workstation 226.

Fig. 5 is a highly schematic display of a window 500 for use in displaying the de-

vices located within network 200 (Fig. 2). In particular, window 500, which may be dis-

played by user interface application 248 on a display screen (not shown) at workstation

226, includes a list 502 of the devices within network 200. List 502 includes a plurality

of rows each of which is associated with a corresponding device. Upon receiving the

UpdateDisplay( ) service request, the user interface application 248 automatically adds a

new row 504 to list 502 corresponding to the newly discovered device 214. Each row
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may include an identification field 506 containing the identification of the respective de-

vice (e.g., by IP address, name, etc.) and a command field 508 indicating whether the re-

spective device may be dynamically modified in accordance with the present invention.

Application 248 determines whether the respective devices support dynamic modification

through the exchange of the Has( ) service requests as described above. By monitoring

the list of devices 602, a network administrator at workstation 226 is automatically noti-

fied of the addition of new devices, such as new device 214, to the network 200.

Interactive Modification to Configuration, Control Diagnose and Status Parame-

ters

In a further aspect of the invention, network administrators may dynamically

modify selected configuration, control, diagnose, status or other parameters associated

with network components or perform other operations on new or existing applications or

processes or devices within network 200. Suppose, for example, that a network adminis-

trator, upon learning of the existence ofnew management process 242 at workstation

220, wishes to configure that process to acquire information from device 212. The net-

work administrator, acting through user interface application 246 (Fig. 3B) selects the

new management process 242 from line 424 (Fig. 4) ofwindow 400. In response, the

user interface application causes a modal window 426 to be displayed that shows the

various configure, control, diagnose, status other options (e.g., debug) that may be dy-

namically performed on the selected application or process (i.e., process 242). As shown,

modal window 426 includes a configure button 428, a diagnose button 430 and a status

button 432, indicating that the network administrator may modify or view the configura-

tion, diagnostic or status parameters of process 424.

To alter selected configuration parameters associated with process 242, the net-

work manager preferably selects the configure button 428. In response, the user interface

application 246 issues a ConfigurationAppletSize( ) service request and a GetConfigura-

tionApplet( ) service request to process 242. Configuration service layers 316 and 302 at

workstations 224 and 220, respectively, handle the transfer of these service requests from

user interface application 246 to new management process 242. In response to the Get-

ConfigurationApplet( ) service request, new management application preferably instanti-
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ates a configuration object 320a (Fig. 3A). The configuration object 320a preferably in-

cludes variables relating the configuration parameters supported by process 242 and sup-

ports methods for acting upon (e.g., modifying) those variables. To instantiate the con-

figuration object 320a, the programming code for process 242 preferably includes a con-

structor that is configured to create objects from a base "configuration" class. For exam-

ple, process 242 may use a constructor called "public Configuration(string name)" where

the name of the particular object (e.g., configuration) being created is inserted as an ar-

gument. Process 242 also creates a corresponding Java applet, that it initializes with a

pointer to the configuration object 320a that it created. The process 242 preferably re-

turns the ConfigurationAppletSize( ) service request to user interface application 246

with the widow size (e.g., width and height) of the corresponding Java applet so that it

may be properly displayed by application 246.

Using the configuration service layers 302 and 3 16 at workstations 220, 224, re-

spectively, process 242 passes the Java applet having the pointer to the configuration ob-

ject 320a that it constructed to the user interface application 246. Process 242 preferably

utilizes a conventional pass-by-value technique, such as the Java

ObjectOutputStream.class, for converting the Java applet to a byte array and passing that

byte array to application 246. The user interface application 246 uses the well-known

Java ObjectlnputStream.class to convert the byte array back to the Java applet. Upon re-

covering the Java applet having the pointer to object 320a, user interface application 246

creates a window having a size as specified in the returned ConfigurationAppletSize( )

service request and simply displays the recovered Java applet on its display screen 314,

as illustrated by configuration applet 320b (Fig. 3B).

As the network administrator manipulates the configuration applet 320b by exe-

cuting various actions (such as mouse or button clicks, keyboard presses, voice activa-

tion, etc.), the corresponding events are trapped by the applet 320b. To trap events, the

Java applet 320b preferably initializes a plurality of conventional Java Action( ) methods

from the Java Component class. These trapped events are then transmitted by the con-

figuration applet 320b directly to the new management process 242 at workstation 220,
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which dynamically implements the changes or modifications reflected by the trapped

events initiated by the network administrator.

The network administrator may also re-configure polling process 238 at worksta-

tion 220, which is already configured to poll devices 208 and 210, to begin polling new

5 device 214. In particular, the network administrator selects line 404 (Fig. 4) of process

manager window 400, which corresponds to the polling process 238 at workstation 220.

In response to the selection of line 404, the user interface application 246 displays a mo-

dal window (not shown) listing the various configure, control, diagnose, status or other

options that may be dynamically performed on the selected application or process (i.e.,

10 polling process 238). The network administrator preferably selects a configure button

from this modal window.

In response to the selection of the control button, the user interface application

246 issues a GetConfigurationApplet( ) service request and a ConfigurationAppletSize(

)

service request to polling process 238. The polling process 238, in turn, uses the "public

15 Configure(string name)" constructor to construct or initialize a configure object 322a

(Fig. 3A). Process 238 also creates a corresponding Java applet that it initializes with a

pointer to the configure object 322a that it created, and returns the ConfigurationApplet-

Size( ) service request to user interface application 246 with the widow size (e.g., width

and height) of this Java applet. Process 238 then transmits the Java applet having the

20 pointer to configure object 322a to workstation 224 (Fig. 3B) where it is captured by user

interface application 246 and displayed on display screen 314, as shown by configure

applet 322b. Using an input device, the network administrator preferably modifies the

list of devices polled by process 238 by adding device 214. Again, the changes are

trapped by configure applet 322b and transmitted to polling process 238 where they are

25 dynamically implemented. That is, polling process 238 dynamically up-dates its configu-

ration data to include device 214 as one of the devices that it periodically polls.

Dynamically Configuring, Controlling, Debugging and Diagnosing Network De-

vices

In a further aspect of the present invention, a network administrator may also dy-

30 namically configure, control, debug and diagnose network devices. Suppose, for exam-
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pie, that a network administrator, upon learning of the addition ofnew device 214 to the

network 200, wishes to set the control parameters for that device. As described above,

the addition of new device 214 is automatically reported to the user interface application

248 at workstation 226 along with a reference to device management process 240, which

5 manages device 214. The network administrator selects new device 214 from list 502

(Fig. 5), and, in response, a modal window 510 containing the various configure, control,

debug, diagnose or other options that may be dynamically performed on the new device

214 is displayed, such as a control button 512 and a status button 514. The network ad-

ministrator preferably selects the control button 512 from the modal window 510. In re-

10 sponse, the user interface application 248 issues both a GetControlApplet( ) and a Con-

trolApp!etSize( ) service request to device management process 240.

The configuration service layers at workstations 226 and 220 handle the transfer

of these service requests from user interface application 248 to device management proc-

ess 240. In response to the GetControlApplet( ) service request, process 240 preferably

is constructs a control object 324 (Fig. 3A) in a similar manner as described above. The

control object 324 preferably includes variables relating the control parameters associated

with device 214 and supports methods for acting upon (e.g., modifying) those variables.

Process 240 also creates a corresponding Java applet that is initialized with a pointer to

control object 324. Using the respective configuration service layers at workstations 220

20 and 226, process 240 passes the Java applet having the reference to control object 324 to

the user interface application 248. Upon receiving the Java applet initialized by process

240, user interface application 248 simply displays it on its display screen, as shown by

Java applet 516 (Fig. 5). By manipulating the Java applet 516, the network manager may

dynamically control the new device 214.

25 The Java applet 5 1 6, for example, may include a plurality of rows 5 1 8-524, each

associated with a particular interface at new device 214. Each interface of rows 5 18-524,

moreover, may include a type field 526 containing the data link type (e.g., Ethernet

(Eth.), Token Ring (TR), Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI), etc.) of the respective

interface, and a state field 528 indicating whether the respective interface has been acti-

30 vated or de-activated. The network administrator, using the keyboard or mouse, may
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modify the state of any interface (e.g., changing an interface from the de-activated to the

activated state).

As the network administrator manipulates the Java applet 5 1 6, the corresponding

events are trapped and transmitted to process 240 at workstation 220, and process 240

dynamically implements these changes or modifications. For example, process 240,

utilizing the well-known Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), may change

the control settings ofnew device 214 as reflected by modifications made by the network

administrator to modal window 606. In particular, process 240 issues one or more con-

ventional SNMP messages effecting the changes requested by the network administrator.

The SNMP messages are received and carried out by the new device 214 in a conven-

tional manner. Significantly, user interface application 248 need not be closed and re-

started in order for it to issue control messages for new device 214. Instead, the changes

requested by the network administrator interacting with the Java applet 516 are dynami-

cally implemented by process 240.

A network administrator may similarly modify or change diagnostic or debugging

parameters for any application, process or device of network 200, or view corresponding

status information. Fig. 6, for example, is a highly schematic display of a status window

object 600 as generated and transmitted by the discovery application 236 (Fig. 2) of the

topology server 218. Status window object 600 includes a first area 602 specifying the

total number of network devices within network 200 as identified by topology server 218.

Status window object 600 may contain additional information breaking down the data in

first area 602. For example, status window object 600 may further include a second area

604 specifying the total number of routers, a third area 606 specifying the total number of

switches and a fourth area 608 specifying the total number of servers within network 200.

Those skilled in the art will recognize that a variety of other configuration, control, de-

bug, diagnose and status objects may be constructed and displayed in accordance with the

present invention.

The foregoing description has been directed to specific embodiments of the in-

vention. It will be apparent, however, that other variations and modifications may be

made to the described embodiments, with the attainment of some or all of their advan-
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tages. Therefore, it is the object of the appended claims to cover all such variations and

modifications as come within the true spirit and scope of the invention.

What is claimed is:

33;
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